
Creativity:

Logic:

Teamwork:

Communication:

Design:

Programming:

A typical day in my role involves:

My CV includes:

 Solving problems

Meeting new    
 people

Writing

Coding

Taking/ editing photos

Helping people

Working with numbers

Coming up with new
ideas

A-levels

An apprenticeship

A degree 

Post-graduate
degree 

Work experience
(digital)

Work experience
(outside digital)

Volunteering

Starting my own
project/ business

Indi, Advertising Director,

DESIblitz Magazine 

About my role:

I focus on developing advertising

and sponsorship deals to help fund

the site. This might mean finding

new opportunities, or keeping

existing relationships strong.  

DESIblitz is the UK's leading British Asian web magazine. We are always

seeking new creators, writers, photographers, presenters to get involved and

gain valuable digital media experience.

Colour Code

I need a qualification
at this level (i.e. an
apprenticeship may
equal a degree or a-
levels) for my role

An added boost to my
CV
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Faisal, Lead Editor, DESIblitz

Magazine 

About my role:

I manage a team of writers and

journalists. My team cover news and

attend events (like awards shows,

concerts and premiers). I then help

them write quality stories on time.  

DESIblitz is the UK's leading British Asian web magazine. We are always

seeking new creators, writers, photographers, presenters to get involved and

gain valuable digital media experience.
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equal a degree or a-
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Martyn, Anti Money Laundering Officer,

Deutsche Bank 

About my role:

As an Intelligence Officer, my role is

based around gathering and

assessing information. From this

information we generate

intelligence reports that can help

the bank avoid financial crime.  

Deutsche Bank have offices around the globe. We provide financial services to

businesses, helping them manage their finances so they can grow. We also

serve individuals through our banks in Europe and India.  
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levels) for my role
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Fiona, Business Insight Analyst,

InMoment

About my role:

I use my coding knowledge to make

business' data more useful to them. I

also analyse data from customer

surveys and create presentations

that feed this data back to our

clients. 

We are a tech company that builds software for clients to gather data and

feedback on their customer's experiences. We provide analysis on that data

and work with clients to help them make improvements.   
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I need a qualification
at this level (i.e. an
apprenticeship may
equal a degree or a-
levels) for my role

An added boost to my
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Michael, Technical Success Manager,

InMoment

About my role:

I use work with our Customer

Success Managers, using my

strategic thinking skills to work out

how we can use our cloud products

to solve problems for our clients. 

We are a tech company that builds software for clients to gather data and

feedback on their customer's experiences. We provide analysis on that data

and work with clients to help them make improvements.   

Colour Code

I need a qualification
at this level (i.e. an
apprenticeship may
equal a degree or a-
levels) for my role

An added boost to my
CV

- this role usually requires a degree in a

relevant topic, but Michael was able to get the

job with equivalent experience and skills
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Gurpejh, Technical Success Manager,

InMoment

About my role:

I use my coding skills to update our

software with new features clients

have requested, quality test new

products we're building for clients,

and making sure everything we use

and sell is constantly improving. 

We are a tech company that builds software for clients to gather data and

feedback on their customer's experiences. We provide analysis on that data

and work with clients to help them make improvements.   
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Caroline, Senior Customer Services

Success Manager, InMoment

About my role:

I am part of the team that looks

after our clients. I help ensure that

our clients are getting the most from

working with us. I build relationships

and rapport with our clients.  

We are a tech company that builds software for clients to gather data and

feedback on their customer's experiences. We provide analysis on that data

and work with clients to help them make improvements.   
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Mo, Senior Technical Success Manager,

InMoment

About my role:

I use my knowledge of data

architecture (designing systems that

store data in a way that's secure

and useful) to create cloud

computing products that work for

our clients.  

We are a tech company that builds software for clients to gather data and

feedback on their customer's experiences. We provide analysis on that data

and work with clients to help them make improvements.   
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Emma, Business Insight Analyst,

InMoment

About my role:

I help the whole team with my

knowledge of the best ways to

design customer surveys. I also

analyse data from customer surveys

that we run and share those findings

with our clients.   

We are a tech company that builds software for clients to gather data and

feedback on their customer's experiences. We provide analysis on that data

and work with clients to help them make improvements.   

Colour Code
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at this level (i.e. an
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An added boost to my
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Christina, HR Manager, Intercity

Technology

About my role:

I make sure we're doing our best to

hire great new staff, help them feel

part of the team, support them to

learn and develop, keep track of

their progress, and make sure they

feel rewarded.   

Businesses come to us looking for expertise and support with setting up new

digital tools that will help them collaborate, keep their data secure, and make

the most of the latest innovations in cloud technology.

Colour Code

I need a qualification
at this level (i.e. an
apprenticeship may
equal a degree or a-
levels) for my role

An added boost to my
CV
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Tracy, Executive Assistant, Intercity

Technology

About my role:

An Executive Assistant is responsible

for  supporting the Executive Board

(who run the company) with

organisation, scheduling, admin,

communication and meetings. 

Businesses come to us looking for expertise and support with setting up new

digital tools that will help them collaborate, keep their data secure, and make

the most of the latest innovations in cloud technology.   

Colour Code

I need a qualification
at this level (i.e. an
apprenticeship may
equal a degree or a-
levels) for my role

An added boost to my
CV

- a lot of Executive Assistants start as PAs or

Business Administrators. There are specific

qualifications for this - many of which Tracy has.
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Tammy, Customer Service Trainee,

Intercity Technology

About my role:

I'm on an apprenticeship, working

towards becoming a Customer

Service Advisor. I'll work with our

customers everyday, helping them

with questions, problem-solving, and

handling any complaints. 

Businesses come to us looking for expertise and support with setting up new

digital tools that will help them collaborate, keep their data secure, and make

the most of the latest innovations in cloud technology.   

Colour Code

I need a qualification
at this level (i.e. an
apprenticeship may
equal a degree or a-
levels) for my role

An added boost to my
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Henry, Business Systems Manager,

Intercity Technology

About my role:

I'm in charge of the tools and

systems we build for our clients. I

make sure our systems live up to

business' expectations. Sometimes

this means making sure we make the

changes we've promised.    

Businesses come to us looking for expertise and support with setting up new

digital tools that will help them collaborate, keep their data secure, and make

the most of the latest innovations in cloud technology.
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I need a qualification
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Jo, Billing Analyst, Intercity Technology

About my role:

I make sure we bill our customers

accurately and on time. Sometimes

this role involves problem-solving

and a lot of communication with our

team and customers.    

Businesses come to us looking for expertise and support with setting up new

digital tools that will help them collaborate, keep their data secure, and make

the most of the latest innovations in cloud technology.

Colour Code

I need a qualification
at this level (i.e. an
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equal a degree or a-
levels) for my role

An added boost to my
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Lewis, App Entrepreneur, The Progress

App

About my role:

II come up with ideas for new apps

and features and then I make them -

and do my best to tell people about

them    

My business is focussed on making high quality apps that feel like they belong

on Apple devices
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equal a degree or a-
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Simon, Principal Incident Response

Specialist, Intaforensics 

About my role:

I manage a team of cyber

professionals who investigate cyber

breaches and provide cyber security

advice.  

IntaForensics provide digital forensic and cyber security services from our lab

in Warwickshire. Digital forensics can help bring criminals to justice by

recovering files from devices that may have been used in a crime. 

Colour Code
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at this level (i.e. an
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equal a degree or a-
levels) for my role
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Ria, Technology Team Integrator,

Vanti

About my role:

As a team integrator, my role is

focused on helping my team work

together and collaborate more. I

organise the team and find ways to

help them grow and develop. 

We’re a technology company that specialises in making buildings and spaces

better and smarter for the people who use them.
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Ellen, AI Lead, West Midlands Academic

Health Science Network   

About my role:

I make sure academics, people from

digital and health are working

together. I help them identify the

challenges they're facing, then find

ways we could use technology like

AI to solve those problems.  

We help academics, people working in digital, and healthcare professionals

work together to get new technologies and science into hospitals and care

facilities, for everyone's benefit. 
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Elena, Senior Technical Director, Arcadis   

About my role:

I help colleagues, clients and my

organisation make changes to the

way they work using digital tools and

skills.

We're a design and engineering firm working across the globe to build

beautiful, useful, and sometime record-breaking structure. We've been

involved in everything from world cup stadiums to the world's tallest building. 

Colour Code

I need a qualification
at this level (i.e. an
apprenticeship may
equal a degree or a-
levels) for my role

An added boost to my
CV


